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Dear Clients and Friends:

This second issue of our newsletter addresses the training and development of
managers. ASTD divides employee training into three categories:

• Technical Training
• Sales Training
• Management/Supervisor Training.

Great strides have been made in many organizations in developing
performance-based technical and sales training. Management training has
lagged behind however. Many large organizations have management develop-

-ment programs that' haven't-ehanged-mueh in-twenty-five years.

It is indeed possible to develop performance-based management training.
However, traditional analysis techniques must be modified in order to address
the special knowledge and skills covered in management development
programs. The projects highlighted in this issue of our newsletter address some
recent work we've completed in this area.crz~-

WHY MOST MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FAIL
Based on observations of many management development programs in a vari-
ety of Fortune 100companies we have consulted with, we've noticed many
similarities in the unsuccessful programs. The typical program is two weeks in
length, includes a variety of topics and media, and has no testing to determine
what participants learn. In examining these programs even closer, we've identi-
fied seven major dlaracteristics that" cause these management development
programs to fail to produce anything of value for organizations:

1. No Analysis Content of the programs is based upon tradition or the
instructors' interests, not on an analysis of the knowl-
edge and skills needed to be a good manager. The
requirements for managerial performance are never
defined. If any analysis is done, it often consists of a
"wish list" survey where managers check the topics on
which they would like training.

A great deal of time is spent teaching antiquated theo-
ries of motivation that are of little use to a manager.

The generic managerial skills that people really need
are usually skimmed over, so that participants don't
really master those skills. They may be able to talk
about problem solving or conflict management, but
they cannot do it.

2. Motivation
Theories

~\ 3.Insufficient
Skill Practice

(Continued on next page)

HOW TO MAKE YOUR
MANAGEMENTDEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PERFORMANCE·BASED
Performance Technologists have had
a great deal of success applying a
systematic approach to the develop-
ment of technical and sales training
programs. The influence of our tech-
nology has not been nearly as strong
in the area of management training
however.

Traditional task analysis techniques
don't work well when analyzing
managerial performance. An
approach that we've found effective
for analyzing management training
needs is to develop performance
models. This approach involves
breaking down managerial jobs into
three areas of responsibility:
• Managing Work
• Managing People
• Managing the Environment.

(Continued on next page)



NSPl's TWENTY-FIFTHANNUAL CONFERENCE
The National Society for Perfor-
mance and Instruction will hold its
25th annual conference this year in
San Antonio, Texas from March 16-
21, 1987. We know that many of our
clients and friends will attend this
important conference. We would like
to point out that we will be making
four presentations this year. Consult
your program for titles and times.

REPRINTS·AVAILABLE
If you would like more information
on our thoughts and approach to
management development, we have
two articles available that expand
upon the concepts covered here.
Drop us a note if you would like
copies.

• Designing the Performance-Based
Management Curriculum,
Ray Svenson

• The Emperor's Still Naked: Why
Management Development Remains
in the Dark Ages, Mark G. Brown
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4. Pop Psychology
Models

5. Self Discovery
Tests

An inordinate amount of time is spent teaching
participants to label people and put them in boxes
by applying various pop psychology models that
employ matrices, quadrants, or grids.

A variety of psychological tests and other "instru-"
ments" are administered to participants so they will
develop "insight" about their own personalities and
those of the other participants.

Inspirational messages from top management are often
used to open and close programs. In addition, lengthy
sermons are often presented on whatever "religion" the
company happens to believe in that year: "Quality is
Free", "Zero Inventory", "Intrapreneuring", "Commit-
ment to Excellence", etc.

Skills taught in the management development program
are not well integrated with existing organizational
systems such as MBO, performance appraisal, budget-
ing, and planning.

6. Inspirational
Sermons

7. Lack of
Integration

HOW TO MAKE YOUR MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE BASED
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The hierarchy of information contained in a typical management performance
model is shown in the figure below.

MANAGERIAL PERFORMANCE MODEL

AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
MANAGING WORK MANAGING PEOPLE MANAGING ENVIRONMENT

Using the data generated from the performance model, knowledge and skill
items are grouped into modules or courses, which are then formed into a cur-
riculum. The curriculum provides a visible link between training needs and
management performance requirements, and can be used to:

• Establish a plan for development of management training

• Assign priorities to individual courses for development and implementation

• Quickly restructure training when jobs/functions change.

A performance-based management development curriculum typically contains
a combination of custom-developed programs and off-the-shelf training
programs that cover generic management skills.


